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1. MOTIVATION
• Human listeners are much better at recognizing speech in noise than auto-

matic speech recognition (ASR) systems

– Understanding why could directly improve ASR noise robustness

• We utilize the recently introduced “auditory bubbles” technique to compare
the cues used by humans and ASRs (Mandel, 2013; Mandel et al., 2014)

1. Measure the intelligibility to listeners of the same speech utterance mixed
with many different noise instances

2. Compute the importance of each time-frequency point to that utterance’s
intelligibility (the time-frequency importance function, TFIF)

2. CONTRIBUTIONS
• Human listeners use “glimpses” of speech through noise to identify it, con-

sistent with Cooke, (2006)
• ASR (using GMM-HMM, MFCCs) uses “glimpses” of silence through noise

– Focuses on gross spectral shape of mixture instead of speech
• Show that “auditory bubbles” technique can be applied to sentences

– And individual words within sentences

3. AUDITORY BUBBLES TECHNIQUE
Task: correctly identify a sentence that is mixed with “bubble noise”

BKZ GL8 RE2 RK6 RRZ WE8 WL2 WR6

“Bubble” noise: speech-shaped noise with parabolic “bubbles” cut out. Bubbles
have constant maximum duration, constant maximum ERB bandwidth, with
centers distributed randomly and uniformly in time and ERB frequency

Example stimulus (RK6), bubble noise instance, and intelligible mixture:
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Correlational analysis:
Target quantity yj , whether the sentence or a particular word in mixture j was
correctly identified by the subject who heard it in the listening test.

Features Ñj(f, t) = 20 log10 Nj(f, t), noise level in dB at frequency f and time
t for jth mixture. Only implicitly represents speech.

Analysis Measure correlation between yj and each point of Ñj(f, t). Assess
significance of correlation using a one-way ANOVA with two levels, giving
p-value pi(ω, t). Identifies points where audibility is most important for correct
identification or, equivalently, noise is most disruptive.

Visualization Spectrogram of each utterance with lightness (in HSV color
space) set to 0.5 + 0.5 exp(−pi(ω, t)/0.05). Significant correlations shown at
full lightness, insignificant correlations shown at half lightness.

4. SPEECH STIMULI
Eight utterances from GRID corpus (Cooke et al., 2006), talker 16 (female)

ID Verb Color Prep Let Num Adv

BKZ “Bin blue in K zero again.”
GL8 “Bin green in L eight again.”
RE2 “Bin red in E two again.”
RK6 “Bin red in K six again.”
RRZ “Bin red in R zero again.”
WE8 “Bin white in E eight again.”
WL2 “Bin white in L two again.”
WR6 “Bin white in R six again.”
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Permits analysis of correctness of sentences and individual words

5. HUMAN LISTENING TEST
Task Select correct sentence
Difficulty Weighted up-down procedure to achieve 56.3% accuracy (mean of
chance and perfect). Final bubble rate of 18–24 per sentence. Initial signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of −24dB

Mixtures 400 mixtures of random bubble noise with each utterance
Participants 1 expert listener (1600 mixtures), 3 naïve listeners (401, 562, and
639 mixtures each)

6. ASR LISTENING TEST
Task Select correct sentence
Difficulty Fixed bubbles rate so that system achieves approximately 55% accu-
racy, 54 bubbles per sentence, initial SNR of −9dB

Mixtures 400 mixtures of random bubble noise with each utterance

ASR system: Baseline CHiME2-GRID recognizer in Kaldi
Features Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs)
Adaptation Linear discriminant analysis of several frames followed by global
maximum likelihood linear transformation

Acoustic model Gaussian mixture model (GMM) with 15,000 Gaussians
Back-end Hidden Markov model (HMM) with 2,500 tied triphone states
Language model Eight sentences only, adjusted weights to balance predictions
Training data CHiME2-GRID (Vincent et al., 2013) training set, 16,500 noisy
utterances from 31 talkers, excluding talker 16; household noise

7. RESULTS
Human time-frequency importance functions (TFIFs)
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All

Color

Letter

Num.

3 3 1,2,4 1 1,2,4 1 1,2 1,3,4

1. Human TFIFs include locations containing traditional speech cues, but not
all cues. E.g., initial glides of “white” & “red”, initial stop burst of “two”,
initial sibilance of “six”, but not final sibilance in “six”

2. TFIFs for word-level correctness highlight appropriate temporal regions
3. TFIFs for words highlight other words that completely determine them
4. TFIFs for sentences are generally union of TFIFs for word-level correctness
Conclusion: Humans correctly identify mixtures where the noise reveals im-

portant speech cues

ASR time-frequency importance functions (TFIFs)
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5 5,6,7 5 5,7 5,7 7 7

5. ASR TFIFs focus on regions of low speech energy
6. ASR TFIFs are less sensitive to type of correctness (rows are similar)
7. ASR TFIFs do include some formant transitions
Conclusion: Evaluated ASR correctly identifies mixtures in which the noise has

a similar spectral shape to the speech

8. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Perform this analysis on more noise robust recognizers:
• Deep neural network (DNN) acoustic models (Seltzer et al., 2013) operating

on log mel spectra
• Explicit noise suppression or source separation (Delcroix et al., 2011, e.g.)
• Missing-data recognizers (Cooke et al., 2001)
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